Our 2022-23 Year in Review

This past year was filled with countless highlights and accomplishments across the Jesuit Social Justice and Ecology Institute (JSSJ). We are proud to share some of the exciting highs from the 2022 Program year:

- **JEDI Summer Institute**: Hosted JEDI Summer Institute for faculty and staff at the University of San Francisco and online, by approximately 800 people. This includes our second annual Al Baum Jr. Memorial Lecture, which preserves the memory of Mr. Baum and honors the Jewish social justice leader. The lecture was delivered by renowned educators and changemakers.

- **Certificate Program Launch**: We launched a new graduate-level certificate program in JEDI + JSSJ, available online and on campus. This program integrates social justice and human rights values rooted in Judaism, our extraordinary work is transforming programs in California and nationwide. Integrating social justice and human rights in professional contexts, learning from experienced and renowned educators and changemakers. We are thrilled that our JEDI + JSSJ staff is comprised of three JSSJ graduates: MJ Herr, Erin-Kate, and Chel Olds.

- **Alumni and Fresco Fund**: With the help of our Alumni and Fresco Fund, we are able to offer scholarships for this intensive Hebrew language summer experience. Please email Swig JSSJ Assistant Director Oren Kroll-Zeldin for more information.

- **Programs Offered**: We are pleased to announce that registration is now open for the summer 2023 Hebrew San Francisco program.

Arabic San Francisco — Summer 2023

We are offering the Arabic San Francisco program through JEDU 350-01 and ECR 351-01. We are offering Arabic and Hebrew for this upcoming 2023-24 year. We hope you are all eager to learn, in person. We do envision online hybrid options in the future.

- **Hebrew Program**: Our Hebrew San Francisco program is that our JEDI + JSSJ staff is comprised of three JSSJ graduates: MJ Herr, Erin-Kate, and Chel Olds.

JSSJ Alumni Leading Systemic Change

We are proud to announce that a child graduate certificate program allows professors to provide mentorship to the next generation of leaders. It is an opportunity to share knowledge and experiences with those who will be leaders of the future. We are delighted to announce that a new certificate program will begin this fall. It is called the JEDI + JSSJ Certificate Program.
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